MUSCLE BALL
(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)
Brown Colt - Foaled May 15, 2021 - Registration #4WA37
Microchip #98514100134141

Consigned by: Jerry D Gingerich, Tuscola, IL

Muscle Hill 3, 1:50.1 ................. Muscles Yankee 3, 1:52.2
Merchandiser 3, 1:53.4 .............. Yankee Blondie 3, 1:59.4f
MUSCLE BALL
Majestic Style 3, 1:56.4 .............. Angus Hall 3, 1:54.3
Kahadin Gossip 3, 2:02.0h .......... Keystone Profile 3, 1:55.1
Musclini 4, 1:58.0 ................. Eject 3, Q:1:57.3
West Ridge Gossip 1:59.4h ......... Jelly Apple

By MERCHANDISER 3, 1:53.4f ($60,551). Sire of 1 in 2:00 including GRACE 2, 1:58.0h, 3, Q1:57.2s- ’22, BT 1:55.4s-’21 ($84,972); DARLING PLEASE 2, Q2:02.4s, 3, 2:01.0h- ’21, BT 1:59.0f-’21 ($19,934); ALONG FOR THE RIDE 2, 2:05.4h- ’21, BT 2:03.1h- ’21 ($8,765); INCREDIBLE THREE BT 2:04.3h-’21 ($7,878) etc.

1st dam KATHADIN GOSSIP 2, 2:05.3h, 3, 2:02.0h, BT 1:59.0f ($52,835) 7 wins, by MUSCLINI 4, 1:58.0.
At 2, winner of ME Std. Breeders S. div at Scarborough Downs; second in ME Breeders S. div at Presque Isle Fairgrounds, div at Skowhegan; third in ME Std. Breeders S. div at Hollywood Slots Hotel And Raceway, div at Scarborough Downs. At 3, winner of ME Std. Breeders S. div at Hollywood Slots Hotel And Raceway, div at Farmington, div at Presque Isle Fairgrounds, div at Scarborough Downs, div at Union, div at Windsor; second in ME Std. Breeders S. div at Hollywood Slots Hotel And Raceway; third in ME Std. Breeders S. div at Farmington, div at Scarborough Downs, div at Skowhegan. Small Talk (m, Ruck A Chucky) BT 2:09.0h ($1,442).

2nd dam WEST RIDGE GOSSIP 3, 2:05.3h, 1:59.4h, BT 1:59.3s ($105,967) 39 wins, by JELLY APPLE. As aged, third in Gillie Gallant Series final at Hollywood Slots Hotel And Raceway. From 4 foals, dam of 1 winner including-
KATHADIN GOSSIP (m, Musclini) 2, 2:05.3h, 3, 2:02.0h, BT 1:59.0f ($52,835) 7 wins. As Above.

Hollywood Gossip (m, Defies Logic) 3, Q2:08.4h, BT Q2:02.3f ($27,051). At 3, in ME Std. Breeders Fund S. div at Scarborough Downs, ME Std. Breeders S. div at Presque Isle Fairgrounds, div at Farmington, div at Union, div at Windsor; third in ME Std. Breeders S. div at Hollywood Slots Hotel And Raceway; div at Farmington, div at Presque Isle Fairgrounds, div at Scarborough Downs, div at Union, div at Windsor; second in ME Std. Breeders S. div at Hollywood Slots Hotel And Raceway; third in ME Std. Breeders S. div at Farmington, div at Scarborough Downs, div at Skowhegan. Westridge Ruth (m, H T John) (p, 3, 2:10.4h, 2:09.0f ($286) 21 wins. As Above.

3rd dam WESTRIDGE YUK by YUKON NORTH (p,2:04.2h). From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners including-
WEST RIDGE GOSSIP (m, Jely Apple) 3, 2:05.3h, 2:05.4h, BT 1:59.3s ($105,967) 39 wins.

Westridge Ruth (m, H T John) 2:01.4h ($27,354) 21 wins, (p, Q2:14.4h, BT 2:09.0h ($392)). Dam of HES AH CORKER 3, 2:03.4h, 4, 1:56.2 ($165,948); SHES AHCORKER TWO 2, 2:10.2h, 3, 2:03.3h, 4, 1:59.2, BT 1:58.4 ($83,107) etc.
West Ridge Tommy (g, Jely Apple) 3, 2:07.2h, BT 2:06.1h ($7,155) 2 wins.
Westridge Gordie (g, H T John) (p, 3, 2:09.1h, 2:03.0f ($8,765) 10 wins.
Westride Tony (h, Keystone Gemini) (p, 2, Q2:17.0h, 3, 2:09.2h, 2:01.3h ($14,878) 14 wins.
Westridge Nester (m, H T John) (p, 4, 2:10.2h ($444) 1 win. Dam of DONT CHUTE 3, 2:04.1h, 4, 2:03.4h, BT 2:02.3h ($21,982) etc.

4th dam FURY J 2:12.2h ($1,908) 4 wins, by HAROLD J (p, 4, 1:57.4f). From 4 foals, dam of 2 winners including-
Keystone Curly (g, Keystone Gemini) 2, 2:29.4h, 3, 2:13.1h, 4, 2:08.0h ($25,761) 13 wins.
West Ridge Helen (m, Yukon North) ($1,734).
Westridge Yuk (m, Yukon North) As Above.
Westridge Arlene (m, Keystone Gemini) (p, 3, 2:10.3h ($286) 2 wins). Dam of Westride E J 2:04.1h, BT 2:03.4h ($4,769) etc.

5th dam GOLDEN FURY by THORPE HANOVER (p, 3, 1:58.2). From 6 foals, dam of 6 winners including-
Fury J (m, Harold J) 2:12.2h ($1,908) 4 wins. As Above.
Tato Bug (g, Harold J) (p, 4, 2:04.2f ($15,774) 16 wins.
J D S Goldmine (h, Harold J) (p, 2:04.2f ($11,886) 12 wins.
J D S Galaxy (m, Harold J) (p, 3, 2:06.2h, 4, 2:05.3f ($4,477) 3 wins.
Fly Like An Eagle (h, Romano Hanover) (p, 2, 2:08.0h, 3, 2:04.2f ($2,811) 2 wins.
J Ds Golden (h, Stephan Smith) (p, 2:09.1h ($2,435) 3 wins.
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